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While everey body in them- here
parts is pretty down-hearted
about hieh waters, floods, dam-
ages, I want to tell you a little
story that will make anybody
with troubles damns& them and
sing a happy little song for
themselves.
--- -
For what has happened to me
within receht days shouldn't
happen to a dog . . . but I
aught add Its going to happen
to a doe. Juet as soon as I can
catch him . . . or Star, . . which-
ever it Is.
I am sure It is no secret to
any of you that I lead a busy
and sometimes hectic life Since
taking on a few little extra duties
with the radio station, my day
runs anywhere from four a m.
to midnight, which leaves me
little time to do a lot-of Wags-
for myself, much less my house-
hold.
Well. since the busy days ar-
rived, some two years ago this
month I have procrastinated
about undertaking a general
house-cleaning at our house. A
couple of weeks ago I decided
that our house Just had to be
cleaned from top to bottom.
Every sunny day was a cloudy
one at our house because the win-
dows were so foggy the sunshine
Just wouldn't imam through.
When I opened a closet door I
was submersed by falling shoe
boxes, coat hangers and blankets.
I used a white straw bag until
a couple of weeks ago, because I
couldn't find my winter bad&
Yes. I decided I just had to
clean house. But unable to find
the time to stay home for a few
days I made a deal with our
maid that she would supervise
the house-cleaning lob and I
would get her some extra help to
6o the job. Cale Todd, our maid.
is a very thorough person and I
decided Me could do as well with
the house-cleaning as I could, so
we made the deal.
The deal was a men end a
serious financial loss, not tower-
ed by Insurance I an sure It
wasn't Osie's fault
The help that One recruited
was so slew she made a snail
look like Sputnik and just as de-
structive And what's more that
man-eating dog that we have
around the house got caught up
In the swing of things and de-
otroyed what other household be-
longings that the help didn't
break.
The rugs and couch covers
were put out on a concrete table
In the back-yard to sun. The
dog, who tears up the 
morning
paper EVERY MORNING so
thoroughly that you can't even
determine what paper was de-
livered, found a cozy nesting
piece on those rugs In the back-
yard. While he was at it, he
decided to do a little chewing
while he rested. I want you to
know that that dog gnawed on a
• X 12 hand braided rug 
so
thoroughly that If the Wizard
Weavers took a look at it they'd
close their store.
Obviously he didn't like the
color schemes or the patterns 
of
the couch covers. because 
like
Jack the Ripper he tore all 
them
apart until It was hard to de-
termine whether the back yard
was a cotton gin or a 
sawdust
mill The few little throw 
rugs
that he didn't destroy completely
he chewed OD them until 
my
floor coverings look like 
national
headquarters for a convention of
moths
Inside the disaster took on
gigantic proportions. There's not
a tea-cup or saucer 
that isn't
nicked, cracked or has a handle
Waging. The lovely green glass
epergne that the employees at
the 'dation gave us for 
Christmas
b turned to the wall, 
because
while the girl was washing 
the
glass lamp shades on the 
lighting
fixtures in the dining-room, 
one
of the shades fell to the 
table
and make a direct hit on 
the
epergne shattering one side to
bite. The lamp shade . . . gone!
A love'y antique chair, given
to us by Paul's mother and not
made for sitting or standing upon
Is limping on three legs, for
tieing the chair as a ladder, she
went right through It, tearing
the velvet covering and breaking
the legs. Glenn Dunn has two
chairs right now hen's trying to
make stand up and there's an-
other with a deep gash in it that
also was caused by too heavy
foil. •
Continued on Page five
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At Passing Of Civic
Leader. Sports Fan
Walter W. Evans, prominent
Fulton druggist and civic figure,
died at his -home in Fulton Wed-
nesday afternoon about 5:15.
Mr. Evans had been in declin-
ing health, and for the past two
weeks had not been at his store.
About noon Wednesday his condi-
tion took a sudden turn for the
worse, and death came in the
late afternoon.
He had been in the drug busi-
ness in Fulton since about 1920,
ancrsince 1933 his store, the well-
known Evans Drug Company, has
been at its present Lake Street
location. Partners in the business
include Bob Binford and Flynn
Powell.
Funeral 'arrangemens were in-








The A. C Butts feed mill, locat-
ed on Paschall Street in South
Fulton. was heavily damaged by
fire last Saturday morning about
7:00 a. m
The spectacular blaze, of un-
known origin, roaded up the cen-
ter section of the metal building
from the basement, bringing total
ruin to the building contents,
which included considerable mac-
hnery and large amounts of feed
and seed.
Fire departments from both
Fulton and South Fulton fought
the blaze
The mill is owned by A. C.
Butts and sons, Aaron and Paul.
Buildings around the mill, includ-
ing the offices, scales and a stor-
age building, were not damaged
by the fire and are open for
business as usual. The owners
stated Wednesday that they will
proceed to restore the mill as
soon as possible, and that feed
and seed tales are continuing as
usual.
Creek Affair Is Two-State Problem For
Farmers, Businessmen And Home-Owners
Monday's high water disaster in Fulton leaves
Fulton and South Fulton merchants and residents
in something far removed from a good. humor. . .
and justifiably so.
The high water damage done to many Fulton
stores and homes was of course not covered by in-
surance and that means that every dollar's worth
of property loss must come from ',the pockets of
those persons affeeted.
Harris Fork Creek has overflowed twice this year
and while many people took the first disaster as
something that perhaps could not be helped, this
second flood finds almost everybody saying "some-
thing has to be done."
Nobody will deny that statement.
After the flood waters began to recede on Mon-
day we visited many down-town stores and the talk
was unamimous that it was time to stop .this mis-
erable business of heavy property losses.
How? Now, that's a good question. Some mer-
chants put the responsibility on the City Adminis-
tration . . . not so much for the Creek overflow,
but for the fact that if the night fire and police
departments could be placed on watch when the
creek is swollen, and notify the citizens of its hourly
condition, that preparation could be done to protect
stock and property, hours before the overflow oc-
curs. That's the immediate problem, however, it is
not the long range view of permanent solution.
From what we learned on Monday the overflow
of the creek was not any negligence of the City of
Fulton's maintenance of the creek. The first time
it overflowed, a bridge fallen in the creek bed
obstructed the flow of the water. Monday's over-
flow was caused, we understand, perhaps from
debris in the creek a few miles from Fulton. This is
hearsay in both instances.
It must be understood of course that West Ken-
tucky has had an unseasonable amount of heavy
rainfall. Other areas near us were hit just as hard
as Fulton.
The only solution to the problem, as we see it, is
to get both Fulton and South Fulton residents to-
gether, review the problem and see AS ithece
Federal aid available for a permanent protection
against high water.
The over-flow, periodically, of Harris Fork
Creek is a problem for both Fulton, Ky. and South
Fulton, Tenn. to solve. The creek runs in both
States.
It does not seem feasible for either city, individ-
ually, to assume the indebtedness for control. Its a




Lucian H. Isbefl, Hickman
Route 4, has been elected a Dir-
ector of the State Farm Bureau
at the state convention in Louis-
ville which concluded November
13th.
This is the first time that a
resident of Fulton County has
been so honored since the late
Ftosco Stone of Hickman was
elected State Farm Bureau Presi-
dent several years ago.
Mr. Isbell will represent eleven
counties in this area. He is, and
has been District President ad
Lake County for the past three
years.
DAD'S NIGHT
The West Fulton P-TA's an-
nual Dad's Night will be Friday,
Nov. 22. at 6.90 p. m. The pot-
luck affair will be in the Carr
Institute cafeteria.
LOCATED IN CLINTON
The new Hickman County High
school, serving the entire county,
will be built in Clinton, the
County Board announced last
week The new building will be
constructed on 12 acres in North-
east Clinton.
J. 0. Lewis Is
Taken To Memphis
For Examination
J. 0. Lewis, beloved former
school superintendent and com-
mercial manager of Radio Station
WFUL was taken to the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis on Wednes-
day morning in a Paul Hornbeak
Funeral Home ambulance.
Mr. Lewis who has been con-
fined to the Fulton Hospital for
the past ten days will undergo
examination by a Memphis speci-
alist upon his arrival. Mrs. Lewis
accompanied her husband in the
ambulance.
All of Kentucky joins the staff
and management of Radio Station
WFUL and the Fulton County
News in wishing this prominent
and outstanding Kentuckian a
speedy recovery.
TIMMY SHOOT
Another turkey shoot will be
sponsored by the Fulton Jaycees
Sunday op the South Fulton
school grounds, beginning at 1:00




Kentucky leads 19 other parti-
cipating states in the number of
communities with high quality
milk supplies, according to the
October issue of Public Health,
Reports, a professional magazine
published by the U. S. Public
Health Service.
The "Milk Sanitation Honor
Roll" appearing in the magazine
lists 263 cities and 54 counties in
20 states. Of these, 311 cities and
10 counties are in Kentucky. Rat-
ing, made by State Health De-
partment, are based on how well
each dairy and milk plant in the
community meets essential sani-
tary standards.
LEGION DINNER
The American Legion Poet in
Fulton will have a dinner meet-
ing at the Legion Home Thurs-
day night, November 21, at 7:00
p. m.
CLOSES AT HICKMAN
Hickman Motor Company, Ford
dealer in Hickmen, closed its
doors November 2. The business
has been owned and operated by








At a meeting of local business-
men and residents affected by
the high water damage of Mon-
day, Smith Atkins advised the
group that Lt-Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield is sending a represen-
tative to Fulton to review the
creek and flood situation.
It was not generally known
however, whether the represent-
ative to be sent here would be
an agent of the Federal Small
Business Administration or a re-
presentative of the Kentucky
Department of Conservation.
In discussing the matter with
several prominent businessmen
after the meeting the News
learned that previously Robert
Lee Bolin, of the Water Re-
sources division of the State had
visited Fulton and out-lined a
plan for Harris Pork Creek. Mr.
Bolin pointed out at that time
however, that the State of Ken-
tucky cannot make money avai-
lable for flood control projects,
under certain circumstances.
Three Western Kentucky coun-
tlea—Ctuistian, Trigg, and Call-
oway--were declared disaster areas
Tuesday night by the Small Busi-
ness Administration in Washing-
ton.
The SBA also said Hart and
Metcalfe counties, hit by floods
and a tornado, also were placed
In the disaster category
The action was taken after of-
ficials in the flood-stricken area
had appealed to washingion for
The denier:melon makes it pos-
sible for flood victims in the
area to obtain rehabilitation loans
at 3 per cent interest and n*
more liberal terms than are us-
ually granted.
APPEARING ON TV
A group of Hickman County
teen-agers from the County's
"teen-age" 4-H Club will appear
on WPSD-TV, Paducah, Saturday
from noon until 12:30 p. m. The
group, !powered by Mr. and Mrs.
Cloys Walker, will present a mus-
ical program of six numbers.
Number Forty-Seven_
Flood Blaster Monday Brings Property
Damage, Heavy Losses And Some Humor
The twin cities of Fulton and South Fulton are back
to "business as usual today" after witnessing much pro-
perty damage to local business-houses and homes. While
everybody reviews the damage done and the possible
solution to any future floods, the incident on Monday
had its humorous side too.
- Bob Binford at the Evans Drug
Store, who has seen Fulton streets
under water as man and boy, re-
ported that something different
happens everytime. As he and his
staff of hard-working employees,
in knee-boots and raincoats, furi-
ously tried to sweep the water
out of the front door, in swam
two big frog, right into the drug
store. The frogs were unconcern-
ed about their surroundings and
had a fine time amid the large
stock of merchandise in the store.
Reed Brothers Feed and Seed
Company called Radio Station
WFUL on Tuesday and employ-
ed the Trading Post to find the
owner or a tub of washing that
floated by the seed plant during
the high water. The tub contain-
ed several pairs of overalls and
heavy work jumpers and appar-







A flash fire, starting in the
kitchen, gutted Rushton's Cafe in
South Fulton last, Thursday even-
ing about 9:00 p. m., after the cafe
had closed for the day.
The fire was discovered by
Mrs. Ed Bennett, who, with her
husband, eign the building -*Pd
live upstairs. By the time the
South Fulton fire department
could respond to the alarm, the
entire restaurant was in flames
and none of the contents could
be saved.
The cafe business is owned and
operated by Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Rushton, and as been a prominent
establishment in Fulton for many
years. It is located at the corner.
of State line and Martin Highway.
Plans for reopening were "in-
definite" as this issue of the
News went to press Wednesday.
No More "Adventures In Meeting Places" For
Fulton's Cub Scouts . . . . They Have A Home!
"A home to call our own" . . .
that's what the Cub Scout Pack
of Fulton is mighty proud to
say these days. On Sunday after-
noon the Cubs, peck officials and
den mothers really "showed out"
in opening the new home, above
the Evans Drug Store, to the pub-
lic
In spite of the frightful weather
a large crowd turned out to share
the warmth of welcome with Ful-
ton's Cub Scouts.
Spacious and beautifully de-
corated the new home is a dream
come true for the Cub Scout
leaders of Fulton who have work-
ed long and tirelessly for many
years to make Fulton's pack one
of the most outstanding in the
Nation.
And now comes the Cub Scout
Home to add another laurel to the
many achieved by Fulton's little
boys in blue.
With a Den Marer's lounge.
the Webelos Den n, a regular
meeting room, storage rooms,
kitchen, rest-room and recreation
room the Cub Scouts will no
longer wander from pillar to post
for a meeting and recreation
place ... they've got a home now
and no King ever had a castle for
which he was prouder than the
Cub Scouts are of their new
Kingdom.
Sunday the club rooms were
beautifully decorated . . . the
Scouts were in a happy mood,
with the only saddened news the
absence of Cubmaster Elston Mc-
Quire who was a-bed with the
flu.
He got a full report of the
event and reports are that he is
greatly improved with the forti-
fying thought that the Cubs have
a home of their own.
STREET CLOSED
The Second Street bridge over
Harris Fork Creek has been clos-
ed to vehicle traffic this week,
following Monday's flood, which
washed away part of the newly-
repaired approaches.
Shop in Fulton
Beelerion, Greenfield, Near Finals In WFUL's Air Wave Spelling
They're spelling up a norm
every Saturday morning on
WFUL's Spelling Bee of the Air.
With sixth grade students from
twenty schools participating com-
petition is getting keener as new
champion spellers are being de-
signated every week.
This week the sixth grades from
Beelerton, Welch, Greenfield and
Dixie wil Icomillete in the last
match until December 7. To get
to their present positions in the
match to determine the best sixth
grade spellers in the Ken-Tenn
territory Beellertnn defeat ed
Union City and South Fulton;
Greenfield defeated Columbus
and Dixie and Welsh drew byes
i the drawing for placernet
Terry-Norman students will
meet the winner of the Beelerton
and Welsh match on December 7.
Martin, will meet the winner of
the Greenfield-Dixie match on
December 7. The final round will
be held on December 14 and the
best sixth grade spellers, as a
class, will be determined
However, the spelling bee will
not be over then. After the Christ-
mas holidays, WFUL will con-
tinue the matches to find the
champion speller in the 20-school
competition. A valuable prize will
be given to the champion, in-
dividual speller.
Champion spellers and their
schools are as follows: Gary
Prince, Sharon; Jerry Lee Wheel-
er, Cuba; James Jones, Carr Ele-
mentary; B r en d a Readenour,
Tyler; Phil Bennett, Cayce; Janice
Smith, South Fulton; Kay Bur-
gess, Columbus; Danny Mitchell,
Greenfield; Sara Jane Hall,
Terry-Norman; Ann Richards,
Rives; Ronald Foley, Martin;
Donna Jackson, Clinton; Celia
Ann Carter, Union City; Carol
Ann Henderson, Beelerton; Phil-
lis Pharis. Fulgham; Lois Kemp,
Hickman.
This is the second year that
WFUL has sponsored the enter-
taining and educational program
on the air. School officials have
reported that as a result Of the
competition many students have
taken a keener interest in the sub-
ject of spelling.
J. 0. Lewis, who has acted as
judge of the spelling competition
reported a marked improvement
over last year in the spelling
ability of the students participat-
ing.
The "Spelling Bee of the Air"
is one of the several programs
aired over WFUL in the interest
of better educational understand-
ing among the schools in the area.
Another program, directed to the
interests of young people is the
daily afternoon program called
"High Time",( when students
from and South Fulton conduct
their own program, do the com-
mercials, read the news and select
their favorite musical selections.
"Twenty-one Questions," aired
each morn* at 7:15 is one of the
all-time high audience appeal pro-
grams for wrtri., listeners.
porch in the South Fulton area.
At the Fulton Bank on Monday
a News reporter waited around
longer than usual to see if M.
R. Jeffress, cashier of the bank
would conduct a "water-damage"
sale of US currency and coins. A
few of the money bags, contain-
ing coins, were slightly wet, but
instead of the water-damage sale
the bank decided to dry the
money and put it back in use.
The reporter left, sadder and
broker.
At Terry-Norman School Magis-
trate J. A. Willingham and School
Superintendent Holland acted as
janitors. Making live-wire tele-
phone calls to school officials in
the area, Keine Lowe, WFUL an-
nouncer called the Terry-Norman
School to see if school would be
held that day. The phone was an-
swered by Mac Weeks, who said:
"This is the milk-man. There's
nobody here but me and the
school is cold because the janitor
can't get to work." Whereupon
Mr. Holland .and,,Mr. Willingham
dashed to the Terry-Norman
School to "fire up" after hearing
the radio report.
It will take Molly King of the
King Motor Company a long time
to get his nerves settled. He felt
and acted like Robinson Crusoe
from six o'clock in the morning
until nearly eight-thirty. On
learning from radio reports that
his beautiful new show-room was
under water he dashed right out
of the house to get to the motor
company. . . but fast Like many
another Fultonian he was block-
ed on all approaches to his build-
ing and could do nothing but sit
at home and listen for the latest
development on the water4low.
When WFUL reported that
water was down in the middle
of Like Street, Molly King dash-
ed out of his house so fast Mrs.
King said he was travelling faster
than Sputtnik to get to his motor
company on West State Line.
A local lady motorist will pro-
bably never speak to Norma June
and John Earl McClanahan again.
Speeding down West State Line
Street in the early hours of the
flood the lady hoped to get out
of the high water and to her
home.
Near the Jones Apartment
building on West State Line her
car flooded and stopped and she
was getting more frantic by the
minute. She spied Norma June
and John Earl in the King Motor
Company and started waving to
them and they, in a friendly man-
ner started waving back. That
went on for awhile until the lady
realized that Norma June and
John Earl weren't too friendly,
because they didn't walk out into
the four feet of water to help
her out of her car. The car was
towed away by a bus, where-
upon the lady motorist gave Nor-
ma June and John Earl a dirty
look instead of a friendly good-
bye wave.
And at our house something
quite unusual happened. When
this reporter got home, about
eight o'clock a. m. soaking wet
since five a. ni., a little boy and
a little girl were waiting at the
door with high praise for the
reporting job that was done on
the radio by their mommie. They
were besides themselves with
praise. "It's the greatest news re-
porting I ever heard," said the
little boy. "Mommie, you did
wonderful," said the little girl.
A little startled at the compli-
ments from the usually disinter-
ested youngsters the reporter
learned the source of their en-
thusiasm . . . they heard the radio
reporter (their mommie) say that
there would be no school that
day.
GAS IN OPERATION
The City if Hickman was sche-
duled to begin natural gas ser-
vice on Monday of this week to
750 city users.
LEGION HEAD
_Ramer Jewell Jr., Clinton in-
surance man, has been named
commander of the American Le-
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Nothing New Added To Tax Forms,
Internal Revenue Service Says
The Internal Revenue Service
today issued the following state-
ment:
The distribution of some ad-
vance copies of the individual in-
come tax form for 1957 (Form
1040) has resulted in published
reports in recent weeks relating
to a new line, entitled "6 (a)
Travel. Reimbursed Expenses,
etc." for the reporting by an em-
ployee of expenses in connection
with his employment. The deci-
sion to add this line was made by
the Internal Revenue Service as
a part of its continuing effort to
FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.
Obion Weakley Nai'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields. Sec-Treat











Soft collars behave for keeps with these
modern, built-in stays. And you'll never
lose your stays because you never need
remove them—not even for laundering or
for ironing $5.00
2 dacron cotton—wash 'n' wear
Here's a shirt that needs minimum care.
Just wash, drip dry, and it's ready to wear.
Long wearing docron blended with smooth,
fin* qucility cotton. "Sanforized," too.
$5.00
3 modern link cuffs
These streamlined link cuffs feature a built-
in fold and just two link slots. Cuff links
slip in easily, quickly. Come in for Arrow
shirts with this improved fashion fea ':el
$5.00
fleece's Style-Mart Store
7th & Broadway Mayfield, Ky.
November 22: George Edward
Moore, Rebeccah Hancock, Fred
Sawyer, Bobby Joe Hancock, Andy
Batts. Ocie Speight, Arthur Ro-
man; November 23: Winnie Voe-
geli, Mrs. M. Omar, Jr., Kay Jar-
vis, Ivan Brady, Lynn Bushart,
Linda Collier, Peggy Fuller, Louis
T. Robey, Linda Grissom, Patsy
Stallins, Norman Terry, Mrs.
Smith Atkins, Miss Birdie New-
berry; November 24: Stephen L.
Brockwell, Carl Greer, Sandra
Cashion; November 25: Mrs. R.
Gambill, Jean Sensing, Sherri
Lou Elliott, Frances Smith; No-
vember 26: John Carter Rice, Bill
Bard, Shirley Ann Hood, Robert
Lamb, W. M. Whitnel; November
27: Mrs. Leonard Holland, Dick
Meacham, Dawson Huddleston,
Lenard Hagan; November 28:
Jerry Johnson, Dick Hitchcock,
E. R. Jenkins, Linda Alexvider,
Mrs. W. H. Hill, Time Jolley,
Charles E. Rives, Kenneth McGee,
Mrs. R. H. Lambert.
provide space on the form far the
entry of all essential information
entering into the determination
of correct taxable income. The ad-
ditional line was not requested
or suggested by the Joint Com-
mittee on Internal Revenue Tax-
ation.
The addition of line 6 (a) does
not mean that there has been any
modification of the policy which
the Revenue Service as followed
ifor- several years with regard
to the substantiation of expenses
claimed as a deduction. No more
detailed records will be required
for 1957 than have been needed
in the past. In fact, the instruc-
tions on expense accounts fcir
1957 are identical with tose issu-
ed in 1954, 1955, and 1956.
The new line will enable the
Service to give attention to those
returns where deductions for ex-
penses appear to be disproport-
Mate in relation to the employee's
income and occupation, and thus
aid in detection of abuses that
have arisen in this area.
In the examination of individ-
ual tax returns for 1957 the Re-
venue Service will concentrate on
major abuses in the expense ac-
count area and no requirement
of unreasonably detailed records
is intended. Instructions to Re-
venue Agents which have been
outstanding since 1954 will re-
main in effect in 1957, and these
instructions make it clear that
expense accounts itemized "to the
last penny" as reported in some
accounts are not in fact required.
DEWEY JOHNSON
All types el Immense













meet your friends here
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest mod-
el CONN instrument
a your choice. No ob-
ligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.
IT'S A GIRL _
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wade of
Crutchfield, Route 1, are the
proud parents of a six pound, four
ounce baby girl, born Nov. 16,
at 2:10 p. m. at Fulton Hospital.
ITS A GJRL
Mr. and Mrs. John McCree of
Lynnville, Route 1, are the proud
parents of a baby girl, born Nov.
16, at 3:35 p. m. at Fulton Hospi-
tal. The baby weighed seven
pounds, 10 ounces.
IT'S A GIRL
Airman and Mrs. Kenneth
Mizell of Moses Lake, Wash., are
the proud parents of a daughter,
Lesia Diane, born Nov. 13, at 11
a. m. (CST) Mrs. Mizell is the
former Shelby Lawson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Lawson
of Oak Street, Fulton.
Irs A Roy.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kekko
of Fulton are the proud parents
of a son. Robert Randall, born
Nov. 14 at 10.15 p. m., at Jones
Hospital. The baby weighted
seven pounds, nine ounces.
ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Coving-
ton Of South Fulton are the proud
parents of a baby girl, Debra
Carol, born Monday, Nov. 11, at
3:05 p. m., at Hillview Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds,
three ounces.
Baoy Debra Carol is the first
grandchild of Mayor and Mrs.





ArksIsersi awed, l..h eseisel Ibilheed
FARMERS ARE STILL
TAKING IT ON THE CHIN
Despite tlikitact that there were
some gains in income in 1956 for
dairy farmers nevertheless they
are still behind the financial 8-
ball. According to the recently
released Agricultural Research
Service Annual Report, this fact
is positively borne out.
Take as an example, as is
shown by the report, the oldest
dairy section in the United States
—the West Wisconsin area, it
shows that net returns were 8%
below the 1947-49 average; in the
eastern Wisconsin area they were
23% below. In the central North-
east dairy area it was the first
year since 1947 that farmers ap-
parently spent less for new mac-1
hinery than the estimated allow-
ance for its depreciation. In all
areas they turn to the operator
and the family bilxtr remain low,
ranging from 43 to 70 cents per
hour. The Wisconsin area is used,
since it has long been outstanding
as a dairy 'legion in the United
States.
The above example is just what
has been happening to most seg-
ments of agriculture. There is no
doubt that output per farm has
been increased in most cases but
it has been at a considerable in-
crease in capital investment, for
not only the dairy farmer but all
farmers. As an example, in the
Northeastern area of the U. S.,
investment per worker climbed
from $4,000 in 1940 to $15,000 in
1956. During this same period, the
value of machinery per man hour
of labor increased from 22 cents
to $1.18.
We have made some radical
changes in farming within the last
10 years, and in many cases, the
changes came as a result of neces-
sity. Most of them have been ex-
pensive changes since high priced
mechanical equipment was invol-
ved in the change. The prices
farmers have had to pay to make
these changes have increased by
at least 30c/0 in most instances,
whereas, today as compared to 10
years ago, farm prices for what
we have to sell is bringing from
LoneMClublias
Regular Meeting
The Lune Oak Club met at the
center Wednesday, October 30, for
the regular monthly meeting.
The president, Mrs. Bethell,
presided with the following pro-
grams. The group sang "America
The Beautiful", the devotional
was by Vold& Puckett, the club
creed was read in unison.
Announcements were made and
also a report of the Christmas
preview held at Dresden was
given by three of the club mem-
bers.
Roll call was answered by the
number of years each member
has been in the club. Minutes of
the last meeting were read.
Three members are eligible to
attend the 100% attendance lun-
cheon.
The vice president presided
with the following projects re-
25% to 35% less. Just how may
a business be successful with
these conditions? There are no
answers that will cure all the ills,
but it would help if the farmer
would get a little closer to retail
price for products. If the farmer
got a raise every time a factory
worker I sin afraid the cost of




Watches, Clocks and Time
noses of All Kinds Aces-




ports: Poultry by Valda Puckett,
Nutrition and Health by Anna-
lynn Puckett, Home management
by Winnie Cunningham, Home
Furnishing by Beula Bailey, and
the agent's demonstration was
"craft ideas of Christmas".
Swills Bailey was in charge of
the recreation period. Winners of
the contest were Miss Odorn and
Annalynn Puckett.
The hostess Valda Puckett as-
sisted by co-hostess Beula Bailey n TETT
served cold drinks and cookies
for refreshments. PHONE 201
Reporter, Winnie Cunningham.
Go to Church Sunday
We have complete stocks q
DAYTON V-BELTS




The Whilnel Fiineral Home
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices 
m 
reasonable anywhere in this area.
CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL' POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—
PHONE 88 408 EDDINGS STREET
BIBLES
Complete Assortment
SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES
















You will find a complete selec-
tion of Infanta' items at Vin-
cent's. We carry many nation-
ally advertised lines and have
Use exclusive on several. Many
of the items we carry are
excellent as unusual gift items.
Corduroy
Crawlers





• Topper Set for Boy's
and Girl's.
• Handy Panties
• Briefs For Boy's
Many Different Styles of
CAR COATS
$5.95 up








Shirey makes the most ador-
able of little girl's pajamas ...
here a gay smock-type with
frilly ruffles of nylon, the cot-
ton challis itself downy soft,
and printed with dainty little
figures. Warm and cosy, pretty
and budget priced. In pink or







Toyland is open at Western Auto
LAYAWAY NOW
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT WILL HOLD YOUR CHOICE.
Western Auto Associate Store
Lake Street
A MOST COMPLETE SELECTION OF THE NICEST TOYS


































































(PA•reich., L A T A N E answers
no questions la person. Address aM
Gomm un ic•tions to her c/o TISK
NEWS and watch for answer in
th.• column. Questions regarding
medicine. health can boot be apt.
✓oared by your physloian; ques-
tions regard.ng handling of money
or ,mtifstments can boot be mum-
•red by your banker. 'THE NEWS
provid•s thia column purely as a
Public forum and doss not aosept
any respon•ibility for the answers
offered, &though in teeny oases
the iv ha,. proved esitrernftlY SS.
curate.)
Dear Patricia Latane,
Wonder if you could answer
a few questions for me?
Could you , tell me if another
woman is trying to come between
me and my husband?
Will this he a prosperous year





No, there isn't anyone trying to
come between you and your hus-
band, but if you keep accusing
him of being out with someone
else, he will get to the point if
you are going to accuse him he
might as well. No, you will have
a prosperous year this year.
Dear Pat,
I have written to you before
but did not see my answer. I
would like for you to answer a
few questions for• me. Will, my
mother ever get well? Will my
neighbor ever see again? Also,
will my father sell his farm? If
so, when? Will my mother ever be
able to walk? Will I finish school.
If not, when will I quit?
I will be looking for an an-
swer in next week's paper. I en-
joy reading--your column very
much.
Dear Mac'
Yes, your mother will get bet-
ter, but will never be completely
well. No, your neighbor will
never see again. No, your father
won't sell his farm until spring.
Yes, your mother will be able to














kitchen walls, and even
the pots and pans you use
so often. There's no film
of soot or grime to scrub
off when you cook with
electric heat. Go ahead
and enjoy cooking the
clean, modern way.
Save yourself hours of.
work. Now's a perfect time


















for the convenient, economical
use of appliances you now own
,—and those you will add in the
.future.
Wiring that provides Full
HOUSEPOWER is an investment in better living.
Call our office or ask your electrical contractor
about the Certified HOUSEPOWER plan,
get around, but not take any long
walks, but will be able to walk
around the house or walk to a
car something like that. No, you
won't finish school, you will
marry instead. You will not go
after this year.
Dear Patricia.
I would like you to answer me
a few questions. You have help-
ed other people with their pro-
blems and I am sure you can help
me.
Where will my husband be
sent to for his basic training?
Will he be true to me and write
me? Will I ever get his baby? If
so, when and will I be happy?





Yes, your husband will be true
to you and he will also write you,
but you will only be separated a
short time. He will be sent to
Louisan& and you will get to go
within 90 days. No, you will not
get the baby, but you and he will
have one and it will be born in
September 1958.
Dear Pat,
I read your answers to the
letters every week and I would
like for you to help with my
problem.
My mother died when I was
little and my father is a drunk-
ard, he beats me and my little
brother when we do the least
little thing wrong. Should we
stay with him or go live with
S. L. who says she wil take care
of us? Can we trust S. L.? Will
our father always be a drunkard?
And will my little brother's ill-
ness ever go away.
Please answer soon,
J. W. S.
Dear J. W. S.
Your father is trying to teach
you right and wrong, he doesn't
mean to hurt you so much he is
going to try to teach you to be
a good boy and girl. No, I don't
think you should go to S. L
I don't think you can trust S. I..
No, your father will not always
be a drunkard he will straighten
up and you will be proud of him.
When he is drinking you and
brother try not to do things that
will make him mad. Yes, your
brother will get well. If your fath-
er has a real good friend why not
talk with them and let them
talk to your father and try to
help him to quite drinking as he
really doesn't want to drink.
Dear Miss Latane,
I would like for you to answer
some questions for me.
What did I do with some pap-
ers that I cannot find? Will I
sell the business I have to some
one or will I just close it out?
Will I get a job working for
someone else, or will I buy out




You put these papers in an
envelope and in a box, you will
just close the business out. You
will buy into another business.
Dear Pat,
I read your column in "The
News" and since you have helped
so many, maybe you could help
me.
1 lost a key that locks all the
doors in my home and I would
like for you to tell me where I
lost it. The last time I saw it was
when I was cjeaning and paper-
ing my vacant rooms. I always












with some trash, and was carried
out. You will never find this key.
Dear Pat,
I have read some of your an-
swers in the News to other
people's letters, I hope you will
answer mine too.
We have a small business we
want to sell do you think we will
sell it soon? Or should we stay in
business here?
I have had headaches for years
in one side of my head, can you
tell me what causes that?
I will be looking for your an-
swers in the News.
Thanking you in advance.
Yours truly
R. D. P.
Dear R. D. P.
I suggest you stay in business,
I suggest you see a doctor about
your headaches, however, it isn't
serious but should be corrected.
Dear Patricia Latane,
I have lost or misplaced my
scottish rite masonic ring, please
tell me where to find it.
If possible please answer in
next weeks paper.




Your ring is in a drawer under
some clothes where you put it.
Dear Pat,
I have lost my glasses and
am much disturbed. A friend told
me that you could help nie find
them. I will appreciate your an-
swer.
S. I. C.
Dear S. I. C. ,
You will fintil your glasses in
a pocket of a coat.
Dear Miss Latane,
I read your column each week
but this is my first time to write.
Will you please answer some
questions for me as soon as pos-
sible. (1) What will M. B. mean
in my life. (2) What kind of per-
son is he and when will I see him





M. B. won't be anything in your
life but a friend, he is a /lice
person and at the writing you
have seen him several times. Yes,
you will keep your present job.
Dear Pat,
Thanks a lot for answering my
questions I ask you.
Here is a few more I would
like for you to answer. We have
a one hundred foot light cord
and a fifty foot cord missing. I
would like for you to tell me
where they are. I am in Chicago
working to pay for a home we
bought in Kentucky I want to





The light cords were stolen by
T. P. You will be home to stay
in the fall of 1958.
Dear Pat,
I have lost my wedding band.
I wonder if you could tell me




You will find it in a pocket
book.
Bulova — Elgin — Gruen — Hamilton
Longtime — Whittnaur — Bennis Watches
Mayfield and Murray
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Countians Receive
$28,115 October Help -
Residents of Fulton County re-
ceived $28,115 in October under
Kentucky's four assistance pro-
grams—old age assistance, aid to
dependent children, aid to the
needy blind and aid to the per-
manently and totally disabled—
Econoimc Security Commissioner
V. E. Barnes said today.
The following payments werelisted:
Old age assistance, $18,129; aid
to dependent children, $10,032;
needy blind assistance, 9439; and
aid to the disabled, $1,515.
Total payments in all categories
for the state during October were
$4,006,328. Old age grants account-






dren, $1,388,850; needy blind,
$130,020; and aid to the disabled,
$218,245.
FIRST COURTHOUSE
The first courthouse ot Mason
county was erected In 1794 at
Washington. The massive stone
building was built by Leuis Craig,
a Virginia minister who brought
the Traveling Baptist Church to
Kentucky. Fire destroyed the
building in 1900, several years
alter the county seat was moved
to Maysville.
Are Your FEET Gone
By 3:00 P. N.?
We invite you to come in and try on one pair of
FOOT-so-PORT Shoes. Instantly you will feel the
difference.
Men's all widths and sizes to 18
Women's all widths and sizes to 14
AND FOOT-so-PORT SHOE STORE
503 S. First Street Union City, Tenn.
Please bring this ad with you. It is worth $1.00
on your first pair of FOOT-so-PORT Shoes.
• THE YEAR'S NEWEST CAR, •
THE NEWEST CAR IN YEARS
...'58 CHEVROLET
It sets a new style in styling. It takes a new
approach to power. It's new right down to
the smooth and solid way it rides!
It's long, low and luxuriously new—the beauti-
fully moving '58 Chevrolet. It's new from ride to
roof. . . from its bold new grille to its unique
gull-wing rear fenders. And, it offers quick-
responding power aplenty in any engine you
pick—V8 or 6.
NEW SILHOUETTE, featuring a new body-frame
design, is dramatically lower, wider—and a full
9 inches longer!
Iamb Comerable whit the solid
quality of Body by Fes,
Sol Air 2-Door Sedge sherwlig
row dual heodlighla.
NEW TURBO-THRUST VII• featuring revolutionary
Wedge-Fire design achieves a new pinnacle of
performance.
NEW FULL COIL SUSPENSION provides cradle-
soft action at every wheel, completely replacing
conventional leaf spring rear suspension.
NEW AIR RIDE featuring Level Air suspension*
carries you on cushions of compressed air,
with all its natural shock-absorbing properties.
Your enevrotet dealer is waiting right now to
show you the beautiful way to be thrifty—the
'58 Chevrolet. • Optional at extra cost
Only frosiSssi Clasnifie drain dip* es.".....ereampoe ad* See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
"To err is human to FORGIVE divine"-and Your
Diarist wants to send apologies to far-off Stuttgart,
Germany to a little fellow (see picture) whom we fail-
ed to "introduce" to our readers when he first arrived
In the Qerman city. As you may see, in the photograph,
he is a lovable one and we take this opportunity to give
him an "official" welcome. So-Gregory Lane Fossett,
two-months old son of Bill and Nancy Wilson Fossett-
it's a GREAT, WIDE, WONDERFUL world-WEL-
COME to it!
And to Nancy and Bill we
give this poem to you:
"Oh! the quietest home on earth
had we,
No thought of trouble, no hint
of care;
Like a dream of pleasure the
days flew by,
And peace had folded her pinions
there.
But one day there joined our
household band
A bald-headed tyrant from No-
man's-land.
For the loss of peace we have
ceased to care;
Like other vassals we have learn-
ed, forsooth,
To love the wretch who forgot
his fair
And hurried along without a
tooth;
And he rules us too with his tiny
hand,
This bald-headed tyrant from
No-man's-land."
The three Fossetts are expect-
ed to return home in the not too
distant future as Bill will have
terminated his tour of duty in
the U. S. Army. We shall look
forward to seeing them as will
Nancy's mother and dad, Mary
Ethna and Homer Wilson, who
will be the HAPPIEST of all!
And it'll be Hello! again to
Lieut. John and Mary D. Weaks
Dicken of Sacramento, Calif.
they will have a few weeks "va-
cation" from the Air Force be-
NOW IS THE TIME TO







all sizes on Hand.
CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51
fore they leave the States for a
tour of duty in Germany. John
and Mary will visit in Fulton
with her parents, Elsie and Louis
Weaks at their home on Third
Street. The Lieutenant's orders
for departure are scheduled for
January 6, and Mary Davis is
"standing-by" with fingers cross-
ed-HOPING to have concurrent
travel.
The glorious thing about it is
that they will be sent to Spang-
dahlem, Germany, which is just
ten miles from Bitburg, Germany
where Billy and Susan Murphy
are stationed with the Air Force.
In fact, Mary and John may be
lucky enough to find quarters in
the same apartment building in
Bitburg with the Murpheys. How
we HOPE so.!
More news comes our way from
the Weaks family-Elsie left Sun-
day for Venita, Oklahoma where
she will attend the wedding of
her niece, Carolyn Radcliffe, who
will be married to George E.
Flanders on the 23rd. It will cer-
tainly be a nice trip-as Kathryn
Browder also went on the trip
and will meet her son, Jack, in
Venita and on to Bartlesville,
where Jack now lives. The two
"gals" will be visitors in Okla-
homa for a week.
Mrs. Robert Vance of Tuscon,
Arizona is visiting Emily Hardin
at her home on Third Street. Mrs.
Vance is a sister of the late Vodie
Hardin. This is her first visit in
Fulton for about seven years and
we know she is having a nice
time seeing all of her friends. She
will return to the Arizona city
next Monday.
Norma and Rice Owen of Mur-
ray State were weekend visitors
of their mother and dad, Norma
and Vernon Owen at their home
on Second Street.
We had the pleasure oe. being
invited guests of the Drama Chib
of UTMB last Thursday evening
when students from the univer-
sity presented the Tennessee Wil-
liam* play, "The Glass Mena-
gerie". The four" members of the
cast gave an outstanding perform-
ance with their vivid interpreta-
tion of the drama. Kellie Lowe,
son of Nell and Kellie Lowe, tr.
played one of the four roles and
proved himself to be a very ver-
satile and talented young actor.
We are endebted to J. R. Swain,
of the UTMB faculty who has
worked long and tirelessly with
the students intercisted in drama
at UTMB, for our invitation. Our
congratulAions go to Mr. Swain
and to the cast for their superb
presentatiote
We are happy to know that the
Rotary Club of Fulton will spon-
sor a Home Decorating awl I,..ight-






A Kranich & Bach in your home will always
be in the best of taste. Here is a custom musical..
Instrument.
Kranich and Bach has
national acceptance as a
maker of fine pianos. A
Kranich and Bach is
known everywhere for its
superior quality and is
always a highly prized
instrument.
SHOWN: Style G grand
JONES PIANOS
Mrs. Guy Jones




rossyr, son of Nancy and Bill
Foasett. (See Diary).
club will offer three cash prizes
of $25, $15 and $10. This should
be an inspiration for all of us
to try and make FULTON the
prettiest town in the country!
Out Of town judges will make the
decision on the best lighted and
best decorated homes. We are told
that rules governing the contest
will be announced at a later date.
Friends' in Fulton extend a
hearty welcome. to Mrs. Dudley
Brarm who arrived in Fulton last
week for a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Burke and other re-
latives here. Mrs. Brann is a resi-
dent of Long Beach, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Crutch-
field have had a "houseful" of
their children for the past week.
Their son, Edward, and his wife
of Big Delta, Alaska are home
again and also their son, Richard
Crutchfield, and his wife of Char-
leston, S. C. arrived for a visit.
Our congratulations go to
James Wilhaucks, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buck Wilhaucks of McCon-
nell, who is expected to be a
mainstay on the UTMB basket-
ball team this year. Last year he
saw much action as a freshman.
James is well remembered in this
area for his outstanding record
at South Fulton High. He was
captain two years and was named
to the all-county, all-West Ten-
nessee and all region teams dur-
ing his senior year.
Vada and Sonny Puckett, Mar-
garet and Stanley Jones were
hosts for a delightful occasion at
the Park-Terrace Restaurant last
Thursday evening when they en-
tertained with a barbecue dinner
honoring theh South Fulton foot-
ball team, coaches, managers and
the principal of the school.
Thirty members of the Red
Deena attesded the nice affair.
Coaches Dan Nelson and Ual
Killebrew: Principal C. D. Parr;
Team managers, David Speight,
Bobby Le Cornu and James Hick-
man; Cheerleaders, Sandra Laird,
Ann Strange, Betty Powell and
Larraine Fields. Barbara Kupfer
was unable to attr...nd.
The Children and neighbors of
Mrs. Ola Covington surprised her
on her 80th birthday Tuesday
night when they arrived at the
Covington home with baskets fill-
ed with good food and many nice
gifts.
Those attending the party
were Mr. and Mrs. Jack Coving-
ton, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Coving-





containing 12 watches, 2 dia-
monds, at all times, until
Christmas.
Regardless of whether you are
a winner or not, you receive
beautiful Christmas gifts PLUS
a chance of winning a watch
or diamond.
Jewel Box
- Gift Shop -
Main Street Fulton
and David Russell, Mrs. Bea Jol- Mrs R. J. Sedberry and Mr and
ley, Mrs. Myrtle Windsor, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Williams.
ORPHIUM
Friday - Saturday - Sunday, Nov. 22-23-24










All-Vinyl Doll Gun & Holster Set Palomino Pal Rocking Horse
25 inches high heel teen-




Regularly $10.98 Regularly $7.98
$8.88
Battleground Set








Complete with bench: 30
keys, plays a fin* tune.
Regulorly $10.95
Special $13.88 Special $2.88 $7.77
SHOP EARLY Q 040/ USE OUR
SAVE UP TO klaj /0 LAY-AWAY PLAN
Nursey Room Set Metal
battleground base. And Chair
Save $1.10
110 pieces! 40 action-pack- Folding TableGiant Size: includes two8-inch dolls, play pen,






$4.88 ONLY $3.77 Special $318
SPECIAL; Reg. 98c
TOYS - - only 77c
Sabre-Jet friction planes
FrictiOn tractor with piston action
KREST kitchen sets you can really cook
with•
Horse, rider and figures with battle scenes:
6 assoried styles
Piston action friction racer
Large BAG '0 BLOCKS, assorted sizes, all
colors: non-toxic
Large 12-inch, 12-key xylophones with two
wooden mallets
Bell ringer, complete with hammer and
- stand, non-toxic
WOODY WISDOM ASSORTMENT: excel-
lent co-ordinotion development toys:
faces, clowns, trees, rolling pin shapes:
non-toxic colors
• Large Mickey Mouse








"Little Miss" Laundry sets
Regularly $1.98
Aluminum art craft sets
Regularly $1.98
Diaper bag sets. Reg. $2.98, only $1.77






15-inch metal Refrigerators . only $1.57
Regularly $2.29
Large Poly-Plastic cargo planes __ $1.97
Regularly $2.98
Gabriel "draw and paint" sets $1.37
Iularly SI 98
"Sweeper Dust" kits, Req. $1.98 $1.37
















Battle Royal Looms Thursday Night:
No Time Limit, No Disqualifications
The weekly wrestling matches
at the old High School Gym in
South Fulton for Thursday night
November 21st, will feature in
the main event Roy Welch and
Don Fields as partners opposing
Moody Palmer and Jim Cunning-
ham in a four man tag team
match.
This match was booked, accord-
ing to the promoter, to settle once
and for all, the heated mat battle
that has been brewing between
Welch and Palmer for the past
several weeks.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local Hospitals Wednesday
morning.
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Leata Clark, Clinton; Mrs.
Em Griffin, Martin; Mrs. Charles
Wad::. and baby, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Addie Schwartz, Wingo; Les-
lie C. George, Hickman; Cloyce
Russell, Cayce; Mrs. J. B. Nor-
man, Wingo; Mrs. G. A. Golden,
Clinton; Miss Docie Jones, Wingo;
Mrs. Vera Buchears, Water Valley
Luther Pickens, Water Valley;
Mrs. Dudley Brann, Long Beach,
Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. Edd Watts,
Wingo; Mrs. Camel! Mathis,
Union City; J. R. Nethery, Water
Valley; Walker Conn, Mrs R
V. Putnam, Sr., C. W. Burrow,
Mrs. Claude Crocker, Mrs. War-
ren Anderson, Mrs. Carrol John-
son, B. B. Stephenson, Mrs. J. T.
Travis, Gus Bard, Mrs. Mike Fry,
Mrs. Shelton Hart, and Mrs.
Horace Roams all of Fulton.
Jones Hospital:
Mrs George Griffith, Dresden;
Mrs. W. L Shelby, Lynnville;
Mrs. Tommie Jones and baby,
Cayce; Mrs. Seldon Peeples,
Brooks Henderson, Buel Carlisle,
Mrs. Roy Fields, Mrs. Leonard
Ridgeway, Mrs. James Rafferty,
Charles Bolton, Mrs. Alvis Hay-
good, Mrs. Billy Jones and Mrs.
Pete Byars and baby all of Ful-
ton.
Hillview Hospital:.
Fond Brasure, Martin; Mrs. T.
N. Curlin, Hick:num; Mrs. Audrey
Griffin, Clinton; Alfred Hoyle,
Martin; Joyce Lynn Tucker, Mrs.
Thomas G. Jones, Mrs. A. T.
Conley, Charles Sadler, Mrs. R.
N. Sullivan, Tommie Nell Gates,
Mrs. Joyce Gardner, Mrs. J. N.
Wooten Mrs. John Laida and
baby, Mrs. Erwin Sheaffer, Mrs.
William Forrester, Mrs. Ruel Ful-





The yellow curtains in the den
were dipped in Rit to bring beck
the color . . . only thing Is all
the color is wit the same now
some are yellow, some are orange,
some have no color at all
I just can't talk about It any-
more My heart bleeds for all
thank nice things I loved and
cherished and felt so close too
while 2 counted each dwindling
Installment.. Its a mess
"."
Cunningham will be remem-
bered as the referee some two
weeks ago, disqualifying both
Palmer and Welch in the first
and second falls, then helping
knock Welch down for a pin in
the third and final fall.
Welch insisted Palmer and
Cunningham be booked as part-
ners for a tag team bout, ask-
ing for his brother Herb as his
partner. It was determined Herb
Welch had previous bookings and




























In 4 to 6 Rooms
roe haven't seen what a gas
iloor-fernase osa do, until you
see the new Camas SUPER
PERFORMANCE! New power;
sew feel-seviag features. And









not since ow- garments and household articles
were brand new—have they been this fresh
and crisp. They look so clean. Fabrics actually
have a sheen and body. Honestly our clothes
and househeld articles are beautiful—thanks
to Mycel Cleaning.
FACTS ABOUT MYCEL CLEANING
1. Has six times the cleaning power
of ordinary methods.
2. Is safe for the finest fabrics
3. Revives whites and colors
4. Gives fabrics a body and finish
Test Weal Cleaning yourself and see the difference
Paisituan ..eastoulisit g Ciewseiss
Member of American Institute of [wondering ang National
Institute of Dry Cleaning
Phone 14 Fulton. Ky.
tar Don Fields.
In this match there will be no
time limit and no disqualification,
one team must admit defeat. Phil-
lip Golden has been appointed
referee. There will also be two
single fall matches. Bell time is
8:15 p. m.
Go to Church Sited/tie
CALHOUN HISTORY
Calhoun, In McLean county on
the north banks of Green River,
was known as Port Vienna in
17811 when founded by Solomon
Rhoades. A granite marker com-
memorates the site of the fort
and indicates the hillside where
the early settlers dug caves for
refuge during Indian attacks.
Have Your Rugs 81 Carpets Cleaned
Before The Holidays




Phone 906 Fulton, Ky.
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It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
Why Not Trade For A New or An
"OK" Used Car For Christmas??
• • •
We have a good stock to choose from
Just let Harold Ross, Ellis Heatchcott or
Dan Taylor know what you would like to
to have; they've got it.
TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.




Just another way of saying that "Wes-Tenn Has
the Big Values in Fulion this week"! Sure, the
flood came Monday and a little water seeped into
our store, but our merchandise stayed high and
• .. iri. ,r:.prices
dry. Here are ten of the hottest prices on Lake
Street this weekend, selected from our stocks for
invntory reductions. Save! Get yours, today!
JUST ARRIVED!
Better
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5`` WOOL
Extra heavy; full 66














40-inches wide; ideal for quilt lin-
ings; Regularly 39c value: special
• 005 YARDS FOR
Mens Sport Shirts
New Ivy league styles; solids-plaids; S—M---L
Regularly $1.98, now  $L49 
$1.99Regularly $2.98, now ' ,
Regularly $3.98, now .. $2.49
Solid Color








New styles; a large selection;











plaids and cotton flan- e
sleeve, 1st quality; sizes
CRegular $1.98
LADIES NYLON
First quality; 51 gauge, 15 denier,






Shorts, Reg. 79c, now
Undershirts, Reg. 75e ROW 
Briefs, Reg. 89c, now • •_.e. 
Tee shirts, Reg. 98c, now  











and patterns; values to
12 to 24%. Our special
1eo 0
Wes.-Tenn. Dept. Stores
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'56 Changes In Social Security Act Give
New Preferred Treatment To Widows
Widows between the ages of
82 and 65 were given preferred
treatment under the 1956 changes
in the Social Security Act. While
wives and women workers also
can receive their social security
payments as early as age 62 their
filing before reaching 65 will re-
sult in a reduction in the benefit
payments. Widows, on the other
hand, can file at 62 without any
reduction in the amount of their
survivors' payments as widows.




(Starts at 6755 and 8:15)
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS
With Randolph Scott
years old, whose husband was in-
sured under social security, who
has not remarried, and who has
not checked on her social securi-
ty rights as yet, should get in
touch with the Social Security
Administration office at Paduc-
ah, Kentucky, according to Char-
les M. Whitaker, district mana-
ger. A widow who has reached
age 62 in or before November
1958, may be able to get all pay-
ments back to that month if she
files by November 30, of this
year.
To_ assist his office in the
prompt processing of her appli-
cation, whitaker suggested that
the widow bring with her certain
proofs. She should have her mar-
riage certificate, proof of her date
of birth, and a record ef her





SOUTH FULTON CURET SHOP
Plume 1534-202 Paschall St. Doron T. Colley Res. 9184






Every turn of these wheels is money
in your savings account. No other
invention has saved so much for so
many people.
How economical are steel wheels
on steel rails? Last year the Illinois
Central hauled 82 million tons of
frejght at an average cost per ton-
mile of Di cents.
And that is only half the story. For
the Illinois Central spends its own
money, not your taxes, to keep up
tracks, stations and yards. In the
peat 10 years the railroad has spent
$438 million to maintain and $69
million more to improve its steel
highway system. Every cent of this
the Illinois Central earns by doing
an economical transportation job.
When you sit down for dinner with
your family, we hope you'll remem-
ber that the Illinois Central is help-
big to keep down the coat of living








Four freshmen survey the weeder of Memorial Stadium, con-
template the past, and wonder about the future.
From the FHS KFNIVEL—
Memorial Stadium.
Past And Present
Memorial stadium has been the
site of many colorful and thrill-
ing performances both in the
present and in the past. Nowadays
when the fleet Harold Frazier
makes one of his ninety-yard
touchdown runs, the crowd
stands up and cheers. In days
gone by when some nationally
advertised flying trapeze artist
in pink tights did a double flip
high in mid air, the audience
stood up and gasped.
thirty-five or forty years have
passed since the big circuses
made one-day stands where the
football field is now laid out. In
those days Taylor Street was
nothing but a wandering cow
path and there was a hill with
a big flat space on top where
the fifty-yard line now is. It was
here that the circuses set up their
big tops.
First, posters would appear on
the telephone poles of the town
announcing the coming of one of
the big circuses of the country
and excitement among the young-
er generation would immediate-
ly begin to mount. Early on the
morning of the appointed Sat-
urday the big wagons, pulled by
from four to six heavy draft
horses, would begin rumbling up
Second Street from the unload-
ing spot. Some of the heavier
pieces had to have assistance from
the elephants pushing from the
circus roustaboirts pulled the
rear. Next a big cook tent would
be erected on the vacant lot back
of Ruth Butts' house. There were
no houses on Taylor Street at that
time. Then the job of erecting
the big tent on top of the hill
would begin. Dogs barked, little
boys swarmed, circus bosses yell-
ed instructions to their workers,
number. If she has these proofs
with her when she calls, Whitak-
er reported that the time requir-
ed for getting her first benefit
check to her can be cut by as
much as several weeks.
and excitement mounted to fever
pitch. Soon the big top was up
and the animal cages began to
come in. About noon the smaller
animals in their cages and the
elephants on foot were carried
to the .corner where Bobby Hy-
land now lives, to be watered
and washed at the fire plug. Ap-
prehensive mamas shooed their
young fry to the safety of the
neighboring porches which were
filled with spectators. At one
o'clock a full-scale circus parade
headed by a blaring steam cal-
liope preceeded through the main
streets of the town Soon after,
the matinee performance began.
Lions roared, horses pranced,
clowns waggled, aerialists sway-
ed, and the band played where
the Fulton Bulldogs now strut
their stuff.
After the matinee, there was a
period of comparative quit dur-
ing which the circus people ate
their supper in the big cook tent.
This was followed by the even-
ing performance Which lasted un-
til around elevn o'clock. In the
wee hours of the morning the
stakes and broke camp. Through
the enshrouding darkness could
be heard the heavy tramp of the
horses,. the rurnble of heavy
wheels, and the shouted orders.
The occasional flash of a power-
ful lantern could be seen. The
From the THS KPNIVISL--
Bud White Heads
Honor Society
At the first meeting of the
FULTON HIGH SCHOOL chap-
ter of the National Honor Society
Bud White was elected president
for 1937-58. Other officers chosen
were Judy Browning, vice-presi-
dent, and Anne Fall, secretary.
These otrieers replace Ken
Winston, who served as president
last year, Ella Doyle, vice-presi-
dent, and Susan McDaniel, sec-
retary.
New members initiated into the
NHS last May were Judy Brown-
ing, Patsy Grooms, Barbara Boyd,
Anne Fall, Charlie Huddleston,
and Ruth Butts.
Alan Malony was received into
the chapter this fall as a trans-
fer member from the Bedford,
Indiana, chapter.
next morning they were gone
completely. There was the quiet
that comes after the storm. What
is now the football field was
strewn with empty pop bottles
and trash. Little boys roamed
about looking for dropped nickles
and dimes. Some of them almost
got rich!
So Memorial Stadium has bees
a place of glory and thrills of
various kinds for many years.
But, notwithstanding past per-
formances, this year it gave the
town something it has never pos-














For a demonstration of the new 1957 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Office, 1i5 Carr Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
J. D. Pigue Joins
Murray Fraternity
Beta Tau Beta Fraternity at
Murray State College has initiat-
ed seven pledges for the fall
semester.
Those initiated were: Bob Wil-
son, Nashville, Tenn.; Don Asmus,
LaPort. Ind.; J. D. Pigue, Fulton;
Johnny Mitchell, Princeton, Jerry
McConnell, Marion, Sam Lander,
Hopkinsville, and Joan Haggett,
Paducah.






THE NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY for
Fulton, Hickman, and Cayce will go to press
on December 6. This one wil have more people
listed than ever before.
Will people be able to
find your name? Every
member of your family
or names of your busi-
ness associates can be
listed along with your
number. Makes it a lot
easier for friends to call
them and they won't miss
those important calls,
especially if their names
differ from yours. Not
only would your son or daughter appreciate
having his or her name listed in the directory
so their friends would be able to reach them
but they would also enjoy that "I'm in the phone
book" prestige. The cost for this additional list-
ing is very small. Only about a penny, a day.
Since the Telephone Directory is going to press
real soon please call our business office, tele-
phone 9000, right away for additional informa-






MY WIFE SAYS there's nothing like
a new hat to cheer her up. I guess men
feel the same way about a bright new
tie. Well, a little extra color in the
house can do a lot, too. And that gets
me to my favorite subject—additional
phones in color! They not only add a
happy dub to a room but make for
estra convenience, as well. Why not check with us about
Installing them in your den, kitchen, bedrooms—wherever
you like? And, gentlemen, instead of a hat, try perking up
your wife's spirits next time she's out of sorts with a color
phone or two. They do wonders!
• • •
8,760 HOURS TELEPHONING? Who could this be?
One of the ladies? A teenage daughter? No, it's men ...
and the average amount of time we spend is a lifetime on
the phone. Seems like we're pretty gabby, but maybe that's
really not so much talking when you consider the things
we accomplish quickly and economically by telephone.
• 1
, •00 .•
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Enfoy Christmas Shopping in
•
at
Christmas shopping in Louisville is really fun — especialy it
you make your headquarters at either the Brown or the Kentucky
Hotel—both in the heart of downtown Louisville!
Stores now offer a wonderful selection of sensibly-priced,
hard-to-find gifts — and there's so much else to see and do,
too . . . including music, entertainment and superb food at both
































. Mrs. Jeff Harrison •
Charles Bolton is in the Jones
Hospital we hope for him a
speedy recovery.
Mrs. Ruth Cloyce grandmother
of Mrs. Ray Jackson is in the
hospital we hope for her a speedy
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Charles Wade
are the proud parents of a baby
girl. Mrs. A. L. Cox is the proud
grandmother.
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JOHN C CHP - 4RTIETT
Plus — News — Geldilocks-and
The —Three Bears I The
dealers!
Mr. and Mrs. Paton Davis and
family of Ill, spent the week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Davis.
MriwJeff Harrison visited Mon-
day 4fternoon with Mrs. A. B.
Watts.
Mrs. G. T. Sams is able to be
up some now. We hope she can
soon be well.
Mr. A. L. Cox has returned
home after spending a week in
Lansing, Mich. with his daughter,
Mrs. Bobby Evans and family.
Mr. and Mrs. George Black
spent Saturday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bolton.
Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Perry had
visitors over the week-end, Mr.
and Mrs. Manus Williams and
Buddy Perry, of Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Inman and
Mr. M. Inman visited Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Gorriie Puckett,
and Cletus.
Telitha Black spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Har-
rison.
Mr. and Mrs. George Black and
Telitha spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. F. A. Black and Ruby.
Donna and Teresa Perry visited
Monday with Mrs. W. D. Inman.
• FULTON ROUTE 5
Mrs. Brooks Oliver •
The sun looks good this morn-
ing, especially after the flood
the came yesterday. Sure hope
the damage bias not too great.
We still have lots of illness in
our community Mrs. Em Grif-
fin, Mrs. Calhoun and Mrs. Lucy
Jones, are better at this time.
Brooks Oliver came home from
the hospital Sunday and is much
improving after having Pneu-
monia; His shoulder is better too.
Mr. Nolan Williams suffered a
stroke last week and passed a-
way this morning. We all extend-
ed sympathy to his relatives.
S/Sgt and Mrs. Fred Towles
and son, Joly, were week-end
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Perrnenter.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin House
and Don from Memphis visited
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts and
Mrs. Clovis Nanney this week-
end.
Mrs. Harry Watts was hostess
to a supper and party for her
Sunday School Class children
Saturday night. Those attending
were Tony Taylor, Carolyn and
Charles Colley, Brenda Bennett,
David Hazelwood, Kenneth and
Linda Watts, Harry B. Elliott,
Judy Oliver, Faye and Tommy
Harwood. Visitors were Mrs.
Franklin House and Don, Mr. and
Mrs. Dean Harwood. Viva and
Stephen Finch.
Word has just been received
from Detroit that Mr Bill Elliott
was killed in an accident. Bill
was the brother of Bob Elliott
end husband of Evelyn Ray El-
liott. We sure are sorry about
this and extend our sympathy.
Dr. and Mrs. Torn Parrish and
family, from Nashville, were
week-end visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Parrish and family.
NRILAISA IEBADS COUNCIL
Tim W. Niels* production
Manager of the Penman Chemi-
cal Plant in Calvert City was
elected to the presidency of the
Four Rivers Boy Scout Council
its regular meeting of the Exec-
utive Board of the Council Mon-
day evening, November 4. The
Four Rivers Council serves boys
in nine West Kentucky counties
and Obion County, Tennessee.






WANT SOME ONE TO GET
$5.011 Worth of Sanitone
Cleaning
FREE EACH WEEK
We will attach one blue ticket with a number on
U to each Dry Cleaning bundle. Keep your blue
tickets and you may be the lucky one. The winner
will be notified each Saturday. For Sanitone clean-
ing you will be proud of, let OK do U. All work
guaranteed. One day service if requested—IN BY
(9) OUT BY (4).
happit ‘easecue kippealets
itwo 4t4fee4
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.
Don't you ever sell "The Boss" short—for she gave
a performance last Friday afternoon at the Hickman
Womans Club—that can-never be equaled When I en-
troduced her I frankly had no idea whether she would
talk on radio, newspaprs, politics or home-making but
as luck would have it—she choose a subject apropos to
the occasion—It was fun to sit back and watch Jo West-
pheling "on her dignity". Father Tarrant, who has been
living in Hickman for the past six months gave a most
informative devotional. Miss Martha Earl Cox who has
been a piano pupil of Mrs. Paul Stahr's for the past
four years favored us with one of her favorite numbers.
Mr. Carlos Lannom sang "God Bless This House" and
Mrs. Paul Stahr accompanied him at the piano. Mrs. E.
Dobson presided at the business meeting—our presi-
dent looked lovely, in her red velvet hat and Mink stole.
The hostesses Mesdames Tom French, B. G. Hale, Sr.,
Waudell Yarbro, J. E. Smith, J. C. Bondurant, and, Dee
McNeill served a salad party plate.
Footballs filled the air In Mem-
phis this past Saturday for Mr.
"Pas Whipple and Duck Gadd-
er. Robert and Charlotte Sanger
and son Bob enjoyed seeing "Ole
Miss" and Tenn. play. They really
had a beautiful afternoon for
football.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Mabry are
walking around in the clouds—
they received a cablegram from
David and Clara Holland saying
a little eight pound girl named
Nancy came to live with them
In Frankfurt. Gormany on Nov-
amber 11th.
The ladies of the Woman's
Society of Cluirdian Service in
Tiptonville. Term. invited the
the ladies of the First Methodist
Church to join them at their
mooing last Iliesday. Mesdames
Rupert Hornsby, Fred Stokes. Sc.,
C. U. Waits, Albert Lankford, H.
C. Barrett, Marvin Greer, B. P.
Posey, P. T. Randle. These ladies
had an enjoyable afternoon and
are looking forward to a cold
aftrnoon in February when the
Tiptonville ladies will return the
visit.
Monday morning was the ex-
ception to the rule. The child-
ren pace4 the floor with their
Daddy while I cooked breakfast—
I wee all thumbs because I was
so excitied—and I was due some
excitement mums M.Y. Mother
0112120 in on the train Oh. the
WATER between Hackman and
Eumbolt! Matter will be with us
until after Christmas If you want
to MO • haPpi family eoine by
an/ see us while Abe is hare.
Anna Merle Hornsby has pleas-
ed all the Kappa Alpha Theta
'trim at the Univervity of Ken-
tucky, at the Dame time she has
made all of her Mende and
family swell with pride for it.
was voted Pledge President of
Panhellenic Hots off to Anna
Merle!
Mrs. James A. Whipple, Mrs.
Ouy Hale and Linda left Friday
for • week-end in Lexington. The
S. A. E.13 had their house party.
You know Max wouldn't let them
open the door until Linda got
there! I,don't blame him one bit.
Jimmy "Whipple Is a pledge and
he honored Bobbie Kelley with
his Invitation. Bobbie certainly
had a hard time getting off to
fulfill her date Bobby Is a
cheer leader and had to be pre-
sent at the basketball game Fri-
day night—e00000 this gave
Katherine and Carlos Lannom a
good excuse to go to Lexington
Saturday to see their other
daughter Phyllis who Is enrolled
at U. K. Bobby got there in
time Saturday to Join Jimmy and
the fun for all.
Everyone is glad to have Mr.
Sid Hamby home from that old
hospital in Memphis. I know the
staff of the Baptist has been
lonesome and will never be the
same after Mr. Sid's leaving!
Fred and Camille Stokes re-
turned home Saturday mid-night
after attending The National Oil
Jobbers Council, of which Fred
Sr. is a director, in Chicago. One
of the high lights of the Fred
Senior's trip was attending along
with 5000 other oil men the
Standard Oil of New Jersey's
75th anniveraitary party.
The Hickman Elementry P. T.
A. met Monde. night. There was
a full program. Rev I., B. Eason
gave the devotional. Frank W
King who is the Field Represent-
ative of the Kentucky Hart As-
sociation and Mrs. J. A. Fisher,
County Health Nurse showed a
very timely film on Heart Dis-
ease. Dr. Richard White was there
to azirwer _questions anyone
might have at the film. Mrs
Elvis J. Stahl' made • short talk
and presented a film on We
progress of the Port ome. By,-
tern entitled "limo Mail. and
machines" After • abort business
seellen Yrs. U. B. Majors ad-
journed the meeting.
That cute girl you saw leen
week morning by in an Aileen
Healy was Miriam Stoehr. I didn't
get to talk to Miriam. but the
news gine she comes home I'm
going to f0 for a drive In her
Austin Healy and snub my nose
at old Fred at the Chevy Place!
Miriam loves working in Dallaa
Texas at the Va. Hospital.
MUSICAL MEADS
Sammie Orr, senior from Rock
Hill, S. C., and Nancy Adams,
freshman from Fulton, have been
selected to do the respective male
and female leads in "Campus
Lights," Murray State College




OLD HIGH SCHOOL GYM
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
Thursday Nile, Nov. 21st
Bell time 8:15 p. m. Sponsor: Booster Club
RETURN TAG TEAM MATCH
DON FIELDS and ROY WELCH
VERSUS
MOODY PALMER and JIM CUNNINGHAM
No Time Limit No Disqualification
One Team Will Be Defeated
ALSO TWO SINGLE FALL MATCHES
YOU CAN'T SELL TN IF YOU DON'T REACH IN
AND WRIL BEACHES MORE OF 'EN
FULTON MARKET
NO EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT
Radio in Fulton
Local News — Public Service — Religious Broadcasts
Good Music — Local and National Sports Weather
Personalties — Youth Programs — Time
They Make For A Selling Message
Our sincere appreciation . . . .
Our sincere appreciation for the hundreds
of expressions of encouragement and good
wishes of our "on the spot" coverage of the
Fulton area's high water disaster on Mon-
day. While we felt it was our duty to keep
you informed of latest developments of the
flood situation, we were nonetheless encour-
aged and gratified at your sincere acceptance
of our efforts.
The Staff and Management of WFUL-Radio
- Waiting To Serve You
- First With The News
- Unlimited Sales Appeal
- Local Ownership
1270 on Your AM Dial -- 104.9 on Your FM Band
Fulton, Ky.
It Looks Like The Tail Is Wagging The Dog
Despite the fact that in the United
States we now have only about 13%
af the population living on the farm,
we are strongly convinced that the
farmer is still the basic motivating
force of the economy of this country,
Ind that upwards of 50% of the bus-
iness of the nation depend directly
on how well the farmer succeeds in
his job of growing things for the na-
tion to eat.
Here, we live is what is known as
a "rural" area, almost totally depen-
dent on the farmer making money
and spending it to buy goods. He is
the only one among us who basically
mates something out of nothing. The
rest of us sell him and his family
goods and services and rattle his
money back and forth among us, as
we use it to trade among ourselves.
In the process, some of it leaves us:
when be buy clothes, some of the
money leaves town to pay the cloth-
ing factory; when we buy vehicles,
some of it leaves to pay for the vehi-
cles, HO so en.
Therefore the source must be re-
plenished each year, and when the
farmer isn't making money and isn't
spending any, we witness a great
slackening of business. The rattling
of the dollars back and forth asnong
tts diminishes, because the source
isn't producing new ones to rattle, and
the old ones slip away, a few each
day, out of town.
We in Fulton are one of thousands
of trading points in the nation, all af-
fected the same way, by the same
cause.
Now November 22-28 has been pro-
claimed as "National Farm-City
Week", wherein we are supposed to
represent agriculture, industry and
business as "working together to keep
America Strong". It's probably a good
thought, but the farmer is getting
the short end of the stick, and ought
to organize his fellow-farmers and do
something about it, instead of meekly
accepting polite nods from the cities.
Consider the fact that in a loaf of
25c bread there is 3c worth of wheat.
If all farmers should shut off the sup-
ply of wheat, a whale of a lot of
people would be looking for some
other way to make a dollar besides
the milling and baking business. The
farmer, because he produced the
wheat, practically controls the busi-
nefIS.
That is, he would if he were organi-
zed.
The industry that mills the wheat
and bakes it into bread is highly orga-
nized. It pays high wages and they
get higher each year, and they are 
/ffiailf MYST E OF TEN WINK
so high now that the farmer, with
his original contribution, looks ridi-
culous, and so does the price of his
product by the time it is returned to
the public for consumption.
We're not singling out the milling
industry; this comparison is repeated
in countless other industries that buy
products that the farmer produces,
process them with high-priced labor
and sell them for many times the
cost of the basic material.
And we're not quarreling with or-
ganized labor, either. If the unions
can get $25 an hour for their mem-
bership, its okay with us. We don't
have to buy things that are priced
out of our reach, but the firms that
have to try to sell such absurdly-
priced products back to the farmer
have to worry about it, because it's
getting to the point where he can't
buy them.
And so we get back to the farmer
again, making 40c to 75c an hour;
unorganized insofar as selling his
Products by set prices he the steel
industry, taking what he can get
while the rest of the nation's labor,
orranized, gets what it demands.
If all farmers that sold wheat sud-
denly banded together and raised the
3c-worth-of-wheat in a loaf of bread
to 6c in order to pay themselves more
for their labor, they wouldn't be do-
ing a thing that the rest of labor hasn't
been doing all along.
If the hog raisers, the chicken rais-
ers, the cattle growers, the corn
growers and all the rest of those who
produce food products from the land
suddenly banded together in an air-
tight group and marketed their pro-
ducts at a figure that would guaran-
tee the producer even $1 an hour for
his labor, plus depreciation on his
machinery, plus interest on his big
investment, plus mileage for his
vehicles, plus time-and-a-half over 40
hours and double time on Sundays
and holidays, two weeks paid vaca-
tion, guaranteed annual income, and
six holidays a year, we'd have a
pretty fair little town here these dayst
Farming would be a going business,
like a big factory.
Farming is, in fact, a big factory;
the biggest in the nation. But it's the
most unorganized factory in the na-
tion from the standpoint of paying it-
self for its labor.
We expect, in our lifetime, to see
some kind of a farm revolution. And
the leader, group or political party
that brings it about will emerge as
the most powerful in the nation.
It's time for the dog to wag his
tail, instead of the tail wagging the
dog.
Three Thanksgiving Questions
WE KNOW that the occasion of the
first Thanksgiving Day as a bountiful •
harvest. But it would be a great in-
justice to the memory of the Pil-
grim Fathers to infer that they were
grateful only for material blessings.
The Pilgrims were a God-fearing
people. Their religion was a part of
their life. They never lost sight of the
relation of this world to the world
to come. They always regarded what-
ever success they were able to achieve
as comihg ultimately from the Giver
of all good gift&
FIRST OF ALL, are we really
thankful? Does Thanksgiving Day
mean just another holiday? Does it
serve its purpose of reminding 'us
that we should count our blessings,
even as we experience life's inevit-
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Beet All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Ful-
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able reverses and disappointments?
We cannot honestly enjoy the lei-
sure of this particular holiday if we
do not respond to its spiritual appeal.
We cannot partake of the blessings
which this day provides for us if we
are content to indulge our bodily ap-
petites, while our souls starve for the
bread of life.
SECONDLY, is our thankfulness
an exercise of virtue, or is it nierely
an expression of personal satisfac-
tion? A selfish person is benignly
complacent when everything comes
his way. He may be cheerful towards
others; he may even, on a day like
Thanksgiving, share his earthly bless-
ings with those less fortunate than
himself. But no amount of cheerful-
ness or good will can convert selfish-
ness into gratitude.
THIRDLY, does our thankfulness
lead us to God, or does it consist mere-
ly in recognition and reciprocation of
favors in the field of human activity?
How empty and meaningless is
gratitude which is based entirely on
the fleeting blessings of the present
life! Thankfulness can keep its vir-
tuous sweetness only when it rises
from man to God. Whatever we do
for one another, we must be conscious
of doing through Him. Whatever we
receive from one another, we must
recognize as coming ultimately from
Him.
THANKS BE TO GOD! Let this be
our prayer on Thanksgiving Day.
STRICTLY.BUSINESS 1an McF•atters
"I wish I could afford a nervous keekdown!"
FROM THE FILES:—
TURNING BACK THE (LOCK —
November 19, 1937
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Johnson
announce the birth of a son, Re-
ginald Walter, Jr., born Thurs-
day morning. November 11, at
the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Caldwell
of Union City, Tenn. announce
the birth Of a son, Russell, born
Friday morning, Nov. 12, at the
Union City Clinic.
Mrs. Caldwell is the former
Miss Ann Russell of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Austin
announce the birth of a son, Jer-
ry, born Friday, November 12, at
their home on Commercial Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Patton Godfrey
announce the birth of a daughter,
Patricia Lynn, born Tuesday
morning, November 16, at the
Fulton Hospital. Both mother and
baby are doing nicely.
Francis Gale son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Goodman of Moscow
seems to be improved.
Mrs. William Blackstone de-
lightfully entertained members of
her bridge club at her hotne on
Carr St
Three tables of players were
present who participated in games
of progressive contract. Visitors
to the club were Mesdames Wallis
Koethng, Mansfield Martin, Ward
Bushart, Charles Gregory, Wil-
mon Boyd, Misses Mayme Ben-
nett and Mary Swan Bushart
At the conclusion of the games
high score among the club mem-
bers was held by Mrs. Charles
Murphy, Jr. and Miss Bushart
held the high score for the•visi-
tors. Both were presented lovely
prizes.
Misses Yvonne, Amelina, and
Adelle Hamra attended a bridge
party in Wickliffe, Ky. Thursday
night given by their sister, Mrs.
Gladys Homra, at the Swain
Hotel.
Mrs. Maurice Ward left Fulton
Friday for Greenville. Miss. to
join her husband after spending
several weeks in Fulton with her
mother, Mrs. Purl Ward.
Mrs. Julian Scates and children
Jane and J. Mack. left Fulton
Friday afternoon for Jackson,
Tenn. where they are visiting
Mrs. Scates' sister for sevend
days before returning to their
horne in Columbus, Miss.
Kentuck y Windage fp/
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Maybe you knew it, and maybe
you didn't . . . but last October
13 died Erie P. Halliburton, a
native of near Henning. Tennes-
see. Erie was born on a farm, and
his father died in 1906 when Erle
was 14, forcing him to go to
work. He worked at off jobs, ser-
ved in the Navy when he was
old enough, served as an engineer
on a tramp steamer, superinten-
dent of an irrigation project, lo-
comotive engineer, emissary
clerk, crane operator, sailor.
It was a humble start for a
Tennessee boy.
Be died in Lou Angeles Octo-
ber 13, at age 65, worth an esti-
mated 7$ million dollars.
Erle went to work for an oil
well cementing company in Okla-
homa in 1916, set up his own
company a rew years later and
then moved to Duncan, Olda-
homa, where his company grew,
and grew, and grew. At his death
the Halliburton Oil Well Cement-
ing Company, incorporated for
33 years, had 9000 employees
scattered all over the world, with
2000 Ltving in Duncan. It is the
largest service company in the
oil industry.
In reading a brief life history
of Erie in the Duncan paper, I
believe I admired this glimpse
more than any other:
"The founder of Halliburton's
started by driving a truck in the
field. He did this along with hav-
ing to manage the company. Al-
most every top man in the Ranh
burton organization started SO a
truck driver. Mr. Halliburtott be-
lieved no one was too good to
week with his hands.
"He wanted men running the
company who knew first hand
the working conditions of the
man Is the field. Mr. IFIalliberton
felt that only eller a man has
worked in these Jobe is he cap-
able of knowing his problems.
"The only man to reach a top
spot in the organisation who
didn't start as a truck driver is
Logan D. Campbell. Per years
Mr. Halliburton had a joke about
that. He said. "Logan was the only
man in the company who could
write, se they had to leave him
In the office."
I am indebted for the above in-
formation, and papers, to an old
Fulton Countian, Charley Browd-
er of Duncan, who not only knew
Erie, but sold him the first lots
he ever owned in Duncan.
In this day and time, when al-
most none of the young fellows
seem to want to "work with their
hands", it is refreshing to read
where one who enjoyed the job
made such a success out of it.
and I have taken this much space
for the story in hopes that some
poor farm boy around Fulton.,
having a worthwhile idea, may
see how successful one can be-
come if he has a good idea and
determination along with it.
Contrary to popular belief, Ger-
mans did not invent rockets. Rey-
nolds Review points out that the
Chinese (who invented gunpow-
der) introduced rocket to world
around 1232 A. D. when "arrows
of flying fire" were used at Bat-
tle of Pein-King. Us of "Chinese
arrows" spread until by start of
15th Century many military ex-
perts advocated rockets in war-
fare. Rockets of that day were_
designed as incendiary (fire)
weapons to burn enemy property
and scare pants off opposing
troops.
Development of rocket after
Middle Ages continued in India
where Prince of Mysore by end
of 18th Century had rockets
weighing 6 to 12 pounds and
ranging over mile.
These Indian missies were used
against British troops between
1780 and 1799. By 1805, British
had "Congreve rocket" with range
of 2,000 yards, later 32-pound mis-
siles ranging up to almost 9,000
yards. C,ongreve rockets were
used extensively by British in
early 19th Century particularly
against Napoleon and in War of
1812, British rockets routed
American defenders of Washing-
ton. British used rockets against
Fort McHenry. Watchieg this dis-
play of rocket warfare, Francis
Scott Key was inspired to write
his immortal "The Star Spangled
Banner" which hits 'a high key
on this phrase: " . . . and the
rockets' red glare." Significantly,
this phrase is followed by anoth-
er one that is so apt today in
our worldwide missle race with
Russia: ". . . gave proof through
the night that our Flag was still
there."
World War I paid little, if any
attention, to rockets, but Ger-
many came forth in World War
II with its "vergeltungswaffe"
(vengeance weapon) in its V-2
that fortunately was too late to
do much destruction. Already
Germany's V-1 "buzz bomb" had
damaged or destroyed some 1 mil-
lion British homes, killed 6,000
people and injured 17,000. That
V-2 was true rocket and proto-
type of rockets now being nude




R. L. Johnston, Cashier, The
Citizens Bank, Hickman, Kentuc-
ky, has been appointed County
Agricultural Chairman of Fulton
County for the Kentucky Bank-
ers Association by Spears 'rerley,
President of the bankers group.
As County Agricultural Chair-
man Mr. Johnston will be the
official representative of the Ken
tucky Bankers Associatioin in
activities designed to increase
farm income and improve the
welfare of rural conmiunities.
Such activities include the en-
couragement of new and improv-
ed farm practices, the support of
youth leadership training in 4-H
Clubs and PTA Chapters, and co-
operation with farm leaders and
agencies in holding educational




Three miles south of Fulton
The W. S. Brashean farm, a 30 acre tract
and a 60-acr• tract will be sold on
Wednesday, November 17
at 1030 a. m.




White and Fields. Attorneys
U• . • there shall be 0--;1 71
fold and ONE shepherd"
Jim Brown read these words in
the Gospel of Sc. John and was
deeply disturbed
Elsewhere in his Bible ... in the
Epistle to the isphesians ...be
Doted the exhortation of Sc. Paul
that there be "Ona lard, one Faith,
one Baptism."
"Where," he asked Father Crane,
is this unity of which the Bible
speaks? How is anyone to know
which is 'the one Fold ... the one
Faith ... the one Baptism,' when
Christ's followers are divided into
hundreds of denominations, many
holding conflicting beliefs?"
The priest agreed that good and
sincere people are indeed confused
by the claims and counter-claims
of a divided Christianity. Instead
of traveling on a single highway
deady marked with the words:
"Come — follow me," they find
themselves wandering in a net-
work of roads with signs pointing
in all directions.
"But how,' Jim persisted, "can
the average pertoe know what to
do? When doctrinal claims con-
tradict one another, bow am I to
know which is right and which
is wrong?"
A study of Christian history,
/lather Crane replied, will provide
a better answer for the troubled
and confused that' would a study
of conflicting creeds.
"History will tell you, Jim," the
priest went on, "that Christ pro-
claimed His intention to establish
a Church, with Peter as its head
and the other Apostles as its
bishops. History further tells us
that this is the Catholic Church,
which was established during the
time of the Apostles, with Peter
as its first leader — the first Pope."
The Mass, Father Crane con-
tinued, was the central act of public
worship in the early Church, as it
is today. Thee were seven Sacra-
•if
menu for the eady Christians —
sewm for Catholics the world .wet
today. Catholics of 1.900 vent ago
confessed to a priest, and they do
so today. Catholics believed lien,
as now, that Baptism removes
original sin that matrimony is
a Sacrament, not just a civil cere-
mony ... that bishops and priests
receive their powers through a
Sacrament instituted by Chris!.
"Many people," Father Crane
concluded. "who ate either unin-
formed or misigfonned shoot the
Catholic Faith, would want to he
Catholics if they knew the truth.
So all we ask is that you learo for
yourself what the Catholic ClItirch
teaches and what Catholics. since
the does of the Apostles. have
sincerely believed"
A free pamphlet elnlaining
why Christ's followers sre no long-
er united in "one Fold"... under
"one Shepherd", will be sent in a
plain wrapper upon request. And
nobody will call on you. Write
today for Pamphlet No. KC-39.





Se Louie II, Missouri
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On the last day of September,
radio station WFLTL in Fulton in-
stituted "High 'Time", a program
devoted to and conducted exclu-
sively by the students of Fulton
and South Fulton High Schools.
The name of the show, which
was conceived by WFUL station
manager Jo Westpheling and pro-
gram director Mary Nelle Wright,
was suggested by Fulton sopho-
more, Judy Wolberton, who was
awarded a prize of five dollars
by the station.
Small teams from Fulton and




The ti New Invention
Sutherland's '1111Da Tress
No Belts — No Strape —
No Odors




408 Lalk• St. Fulton
SYNCHRONIZED
nate on the show, which is heard
Monday through Friday at four
o'clock. FULTON HIGH'S Team
captains are Wayne Anderson and
John Cunningham.
"High Time" is designed to pro-
vide, among other services, school
news, a good grade of popular
music, news on school sports,
world news, and anything else
the students wish to discuss.
The program affords an opport-
unity for building • spirit of
comradship between the two
school since both schools work
together on it. The school offi-
cials and the student body both
feel that the students and schools
will-profit by this influence, and











InclesIve Worse Iteseerch develop-
meet! 'stress. ef 1.4% mere eggs
ea 3.5•• less feed per desee—Hiet's
whet Sy•sr•-Zymis flowelehril
Ways. Egg Feeds did Is Ways*
Reseerch Farm tests Is cessperises
with very geed 1.04 reties*. The
secret Is la the we setriests ere
geared te sisch •tiser t• pat late
store p2:ctive soles the OlitylININ
I. the body of IS. bee. New even-
cb'• cU Warm log feeds--rege-




A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Phone 202
E. State Line
JOE BARNES and DIANE WRIGHT have been nam-
ed "Mr. and Miss Fulton High School" for the current
year. (Photo Courtesy FHS "Kennel").
COACH AND PUPILS: Coach Charlie Thomas at
FHS and his two prize senior football stars, Robert Bone
i left) and Harold Frazier (right). Frazier led entire
WKC in scoring and in many statistical sections; Bone
was another top scorer and prime asset to Bulldogs,
who played their first undefeated season in history.
From the FIAT KENNEL—
The FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
cheerleaders attended a cheer-
leading clinic at Murray State
College, November 16, 1957.
Cheerleaders from all over the
states of Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Missouri attended.
This event is held annually at
various college campuses in the
state. The purpose of these clinics
is to improve the attitude, dress,
precision, Ind enthusiasm of the
high school cheerleaders.
Mys. Burrow accompanied the
group.
From the FNS KLNNEL—
In the annual P. T. A. member-
ship drive, Mrs. Mildred Moore's
fifth grade received the first prize
of ten dollars as the only room
in FULTON HIGH SCHOOL or
Carr Elementary that had a two
The new look in highways is here. AGSM, a modern highway al sound-eondaioned eonereie.
New-type, sound-conditioned 
concrete for your newest highways
Developed to meet the highway standards ef 1975.
Everything a good driver wants—new-type concrete
hss. There's never a "thump." It's sound-conditioned.
Laid continuously, this pavement has no joint.. ..
only tiny, almost invisible cushion spaces, sawed into
the concrete. You skim over them and don't know it!
This new-type concrete is laid flat—stays flat. It has
a life expectancy of 50 years and more.
Over 90% of America's most heavily travelled
roads have been built of concrete. It's the preferred
pavement for new primary roads.
The true cost
of Kentucky's new highways
It ell depends on how long they last.
New-type concrete ham a life carpool-
ancy of 50 years and more. First oast
is moderate. Maintenanos costa ass
lower than for any other type of pews-
silent. That's why tax dollars go far-
ther with compete.
hundred per cent membership.
The senior girls, sponsored by
Mrs. Burrow, received five dol-
lars for being second in the race
with a one hundred per cent
membership. This is the second
consecutive year for this group
of girls to take second prize.
Sorority Pledges 3;
Plans Holiday Party
The Tau Phi Lambda girls met
for their monthly sorority meet-
ing Monday night, Nov. 11. The
meeting was held at the home of
the president, Ruth Darnell. Al-
though this was a regular meet-
ing, the major concern of the
evening was the "Pledge Cere-
mony," Those pledged were Guy-
nell Payne, Joy Vincent, and
Peggy Wilhauks. The pledges
were awarded pins by the presi-
dent, Ruth Darnell.
The next initation Ceremony
will be at the Woodman Hall in
Murray, Ky. Those pledged at
the meeting this month will be in-
tiated in Murray.
Also discussed was the Christ-
mas Party to be held at the home
of Joy Vincent, Saturday after-
noon, Dec_ _21 at two o'clock.
Refreshments were served af-
ter the meeting was dismissed.
Everyone had a very enjoyable
evening.
—Reporter. Martha Jane Weeks
HIGH VITAMIN C -
Raw cauliflower provides twice
as much vitamin C as the same





Up to 60c Values
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Church Phone 35
The Fulton News, Thursday, November 21, 1957, Page 9
Nancy Peeples, a sophomore,
and Nancy Adams, a freshman,
both Fultmuans at Murray State
College, are two of the five
"finalists" in the "Miss Shield"
contest at the school, the winner
to have her picture on the cover
page of the college yearbook.
Pictures of the five finalists
are being sent to Tony Martin in
Hollywood. who will make the
final selection. They were select-
ed from 15 finalists, chosen on
the basis of beauty, poise and per-
sonality at the scisooL
Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete Line
For all makes of hearing
Visit mar Hearing. Aid Depart-
ment at your first opportunity-
CITY DRUG CO.
Lake Street Phone 75
FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE tlutpth4 AT
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.




Modified Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's














4 YRS OM • 100 PROOF 6 YRS. OLD • 90 PROOF













To my many friends who were
present for the program honoring
me for my fifty years Of service
as a physician and surgeon, I
want to express my gratitude for
youi presence and for any con-
tribution you made towards mak-
ing this one of the most memor-
able days of my lite. Whether it
was your presence, your mes-
sages or your gifts, any and all
of it was deeply appreciated both
by me and :my tinnily. May God
Ipless every one Of you.
R. W. B.rancton, M. D.
• Martin, Tenneasee
WORK shoes $3.96 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Shoe Shop.
IARGAINS: Chest of Drawers
$19.95 to $27.50: pllitforrn rock-
ers $37.50; dressers $16.50 to
$19.96 at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. Trade with Wade and







Cold Wines, cold beer




wo% premium Dupont nylon








ON CHURCH STREET, in So.
Fulton, completely remodled
two bedroom home, conven-
ient to everything. Gas heat,
garage. Owner will finance
this with small down payment.
Vacant and ready. $4500 00.
ON FORRESTDALE AVENUE,
small two bedroom house on
large lot, this is worth the
money if you are looking for
a cheap house and lot. $2600.
IN COUNTRY CLUB COURTS
central heating, tile bath, liv-
ing room, dining room combi-
nation. YOU CAN SPEND
CHRISTMAS IN THIS FINE
HOME. Even the shrubbry
has had loving attention. This
home was owner built and is
priced worth the money.
ON UNION CITY HIGHWAY,
if we Have ever had a bar-
gain this is it. )140 feet of
highway frontage, ideal build-
ing sites, two homes, this pro-
perty will bring in over $700.00
a year, and furnish you a place
to live. If you wart a nice
home at the edge of town or
if you are looking for property
for investment purposes, by
renting main house this will
show a gross income of over
$1300 per year and property
will improve in value every
year. PRICED TO MOVE at
$10,000. Can finance this with
$6.500.00 down payment. Pos-
session in 30 days.
ON VINE STREET, in east
Fulton. Duplex for sale, close
to town. Everything separate,
with nice garage. Owner will
finance to right party. $4,500.00
ON EAST STATE LINE, across
from Browder Mill; nice store
building for sale at a bargain.
If you need extra downtown
storage, this can be bought for
$2500.00.
ON BATES STREET in South
Fulton: the H. W. Ruddle
home. Two bedrooms; house
has been completely remodel-
ed, fully insulated; has extra
lot, nice large garden space.
$6500.60.
ON HOLMES STREET in
South Fulton: two bedroom
home with large utility room
and carport. $4750.00.
LET US HELP YOU OWN
THE HOME OF YOUR
CHOICE
Give Us a Call. You'll Like
Doing Business With Us
Wick *mith Agency
lasifrasile - Beal Estate
Phone 62 or 160
HI-FT headquarters: Records, re-
cord players, Hi-Fi latest hit
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Fulton.
SMALL used 5-piece chrome
dinette suite, like new, a $67.50
value for $42.5Q. Exchange
Furniture Company, Church
Street.
3-PIECE USED bedroom suite,
consists of bookcase bed, double
dresser and cffest; $117.50. Ex-
change Furniture Company,
Church Street.
BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Forrester's -Shoe
Shop.
PIANO.tunkig, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuildir',. recondition-
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.
CAVALIER cedar chests in blond,
walnut, maple and mahogany.
Use our lay-away plan for
Christmas Fulton Hardware
and Furniture Company; phone
1.
HUNTERS special: One case of
shells free with any 48-11 Rem-
ington automatic shotgun.
Limited number available; see
us while they last. Fulton Hard-
ware and Furniture Company.
BUY HIS PRESENT from hand-
some aid stylish displays of bill
folds, belts, mannish jewelry,
washab e house slippers, gloves
and shills from Edwards. Dol-
lars ties, boxed free. The Ed-













Phone 613, Union City
"Always At Emir Servitor*
COOK'S LIOUOR
STORE
tsi Commercial 'Ave. Fables
Cold Wines, cold beer






Main St. Phone 307
Authorized Zenith Dealer
WELLS DRIPeED for industry
and homes Mddern equipment,
experienced Workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac-
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com-
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out-
fitters, Phone 674.
SAFETY-TOE shoes au s always




Any size or shape
Open 6 days each week.
Shipped from one of the
largest Monument Works






FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish-
er and electric vacuum clean-
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.















Yes sir. .. when those porkers
hit the 75-lb. mark, it's time
to ci.v• them Southern States
P..tricmakers. These growing
and fattening feeds will
really make meat in a hurry.
l'hey're high in protein, and
fortified with the right vitamins and minerals, including Vitamin B12
and Antibiotics. You'll find they'll cut growing time up to 2 months,
and help you get the high, early market prices. They're tops for
hogs on pasture, too. Order your feed needs today!
40% PORKMAKER
A vitamin- and mineral-rich supplement for
feeding with corn and pasture.
$4.80 cwt.
35% Sow and Pig Feed $4.85 cwt.
Hog Mixture  $60.00 ton
40% Hog Producer $4.25 cwt.
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South F16 Ill Central Ave.
YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
CEDAR chest for Christmas! See
our week-end special for only
$29.95 in a. genuine -Cavalier"
moth-proof chest. Use our lay-
away plan. Fulton Hardware
and Furniture Company.
'9-PIECE laid 'dining "17164:11 Page TO, The Fulton News, Thurstigii, Nov. 21, 1957
like new. Exchange Furniture 
Company, Church Street.
I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the oppor-
tunity to show you our beauti-
ful line of memorials. Tom
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124..
SPECIAL: 9x12 rugs $4.88: 15.95
cedar chest 232.50; nice bedroom
suite $49.75; new poster bed-
room suite $149.95; 7-piece liv-
ing room suite $119.95 at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street, phone 478.
NOW IS the time to replace the
broken glagges in your home
and auto. See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and









SEE OUR 'tine of Crown luggage,
priced by the piece or in sets
Ideal for Christmas gifts. Ful-
ton Hardware & Furniture
Company, phone 1.
HOME furnishings: dinette suites
$12.50 to $32.50; table lamps
$4.25; coffee tables $5.95; coal
stoves from $35.00 to $72.50 at
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.




Fresh cut flowers at all times
Funeral Flowers
Hospital & Weddhlg liouquets
Fall and Winter dried arrange-
ments and artistically arranged




Ruth R. Scott Phone 204
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance Po
Our 3-PAY PLAN
46% DOWN. 36% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min-
utes, and coverage is effec-
tive immediately.




Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service




service every standard set. Ca/1
Roper Television
Main Street Phone 307
us for dependable service.
USED King-0- Heat 100-lb cir-
culator, good condition. Ex-
change Furniture Company,
'Church Street.
SEE OUR line of floor and table
lamps, hassocks, smokers and
magazine racks. the our credit
and lay-away plan for Christ
ma... Fulton Hardware & Furni-
ture Company, phone 1.
FOR THE BEST Deal vn Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Sue James 0. Butts at The
Harvey Caldwell Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitter's,
Phone 674. We trade for your
" old equipment.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
HAVE YOU shopped at our
large display room for your
plumbing needs? See our huge
stocks tif kitchen and both-
room fixtures; newest styles,
colors; prices to Et your poc-
ketbook. Open anytime, day















In the following patterns:
Victorian Rose Dearbone
Columbia Coralbel Westral•
A few 4.5-piec• sets, service for 8
GREATLY REDUCED
This is a wonderful opportunity to acquire
a sit of fin• china for your holiday table. or to
complete your sat in those patterns, all open
stock.




Reclining Chair - - - - - $55.00
Foam Rubber Swivel Chair - $59.95
9x12 Heavy Weight Linoleum $8.95
Foam Rubber Stationary Living Room Suite -
7-Piece Chrome Dinette Suites - - -
7-Piece Bedroom Suite Including
Mattress and Box Springs - - - -
Ottamans ------




- - - $69.50
- - - $158.00
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